We have formulated hexagonal-shaped gold nanoplates in a single-step for photothermal therapy that gold ions to gold particles using pyrenyl dextran as reducible stabilizer and template.
I. Introduction
Gold nanoparticles have attracted considerable attention because of their interesting physicochemical properties controllable depending on their size, shape, surfaces and interfacial structures [1, 2] . Especially, anisotropic gold nanostructures are an interesting class of structures due to their unique optical, electrical, magnetic and catalytic properties that directly correlate with their shape and size [3] [4] [5] [6] . They have been synthesized using a variety of methods, including chemical reduction and seed-mediated growth methods in aqueous phase [7] . Gold salts (HAuCl 4 ) are reduced to gold particles using citrated as a reducing and capping agent, which is well-known as Turkevich method, as the simplest and most commonly ways [8, 9] . The size and morphology of gold particles could be controlled by capping agents as template because these agents for an organic matrix exerted an influence on the specific interactions between organic molecules and inorganic materials. These templatemediated syntheses are the most effective approaches for anisotropic structure [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Recently, it has been reported the synthesis of graphene-gold nanostructures by directly reducing gold precursor in the presence of graphene oxide sheets, which is the oxidized graphene with abundant oxygen functional groups (e.g., -OH, -COOH, epoxy) with a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in the honey comb lattice as template, without any sta- bilizers or reducing agents [23] [24] [25] . In addition, we confirmed the synthesis of gold nanoparticles using pyrenyl dextran as a reducible stabilizer in previous our report [26] . Herein, we attempted to formulate gold nanoplates of hexagonal shapes using pyrenyl dextran as reducible stabilizer in a single-step by adjusting the ratio between gold ions and pyrenyl dextran because pyrenyl dextran has abundant carbon atoms of pyrenyl groups and oxygen functional groups in dextran as graphene oxide [ Fig. 1(a) ].
II. Materials and Methods 
Synthesis of pyrene modified polymer
We synthesized pyrene modified polymer by conjugating 1-pyrenebutyric acid (Mw: 288.64 Da) and dextran using DCC and DMAP and also confirmed their characteristics, as previously reported [26] . 
Evaluation of the photothermal sensitivity by NIR laser irradiation
Gold nanoplates solution (37.9 μg) were prepared in glass vials to investigate the photothermal effect induced by NIR laser irradiation. This solution was exposed to NIR coherent diode laser light (λ=808 nm, UM30K, Jenoptik) for 8 min, and the evaluation of the solution temperature was monitored by a thermocouple (187 True RMS Multimeter, Fluke). As a control, deionized (DI) water was performed at same condition [28, 29] .
Biocompatibility tests
The biocompatibility of gold nanoplates against RAW264.7 cells as macrophage cells, which were obtained from the KOREAN CELL LINE BANK, was evaluated by measuring the inhibition of cell growth using MTT assay [23] . RAW264. 
III. Results and Discussion
Gold nanoplates were fabricated by the one-pot synthetic strategy. In this reaction, gold ions (Au ticipated that pyrenyl dextran specifically bound to other facets of gold than {111} facets and its specific binding also served as reductant for growing gold (Au
3+
) at the growing crystals. As gold nanopaltes grew, pyrenyl dextran bound onto face other than {111} facets thus increasing the area of the {111} facets. That is why gold nanoplates are mainly dominated by {111} facets [31, 32] .
The vis-NIR absorption spectrum obtained for gold nanoplates are shown in Fig. 2(c) . They showed the characteristic surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band at 560 nm. As shown TEM images, small spherical gold nanoparticles are seen to coexist with hexagonally shaped gold nanoplates. In addition, they broadly absorbed in the NIR regions without maximum absorption peaks, which was assignable to the longitudinal surface plasmon absorption for hexagonal shaped gold nanoplates. This tendency was consistent with SEM and TEM images.
We also confirmed vis-NIR absorption of only pyrenyl dextran at the same concentrations in the absence of HAuCl4 solution whether the optical property of pyrenyl dextran affects absorption patterns. It showed rarely absorption as we expected [ Fig. 2(c) ].
Thus, pyrene-templated hexagonal gold nanoplates exhibited absorption spectra with wide range, from visible to NIR regions, although gold nanoplates covered 52.5 wt% of pyrenyl dextran [ Fig. 2(d) ].
We next performed the cell viability of gold nano- [27, 33] .
Therefore, these results demonstrated the feasibility of gold nanoplates as photothermal therapy agents.
IV. Conclusions
We have developed hexagonal-shaped gold nanoplates by spontaneous reduction on pyrene-template molecules without additional reducing agents that this approach is of considerable interest and importance as it offers a facile method for synthesis of well-controlled gold nanoplates. Pyrene-modified polymer was selectively adsorbed on the plane of gold nanoplates and gold nanoplates have grew along {111} direction. The as-synthesized hexagonal shapedgold nanoplates exhibited the near-infrared (NIR) absorption as well as biocompatibility. These properties support its use in potential capabilities for the phtothermal therapy of cancer. We anticipate that this method will be applied for synthesis of other noble metals, such as Pt, Pd, etc.
